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The idea of model-based drug development championed by Lewis Sheiner, in which pharma-
costatistical models of drug efficacy and safety are developed from preclinical and available
clinical data, offers a quantitative approach to improving drug development and develop-
ment decision-making. Examples are presented that support this paradigm. The first exam-
ple describes a preclinical model of behavioral activity to predict potency and time-course
of response in humans and assess the potential for differentiation between compounds. This
example illustrates how modeling procedures expounded by Lewis Sheiner provided the means
to differentiate potency and the lag time between drug exposure and response and allow for
rapid decision making and dose selection. The second example involves planning a Phase 2a
dose-ranging and proof of concept trial in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The issue was how to
proceed with the study and what criteria to use for a go/no go decision. The combined knowl-
edge of AD disease progression, and preclinical and clinical information about the drug were
used to simulate various clinical trial scenarios to identify an efficient and effective Phase
2 study. A design was selected and carried out resulting in a number of important learning
experiences as well as extensive financial savings. The motivation for this case in point was
the “Learn-Confirm” paradigm described by Lewis Sheiner. The final example describes the
use of Pharmacokinetic and Pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) modeling and simulation to confirm
efficacy across doses. In the New Drug Application for gabapentin, data from two adequate
and well-controlled clinical trials was submitted to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
in support of the approval of the indication for the treatment of post-herpetic neuralgia. The
clinical trial data was not replicated for each of the sought dose levels in the drug applica-
tion presenting a regulatory dilemma. Exposure response analysis submitted in the New Drug
Application was applied to confirm the evidence of efficacy across these dose levels. Modeling
and simulation analyses showed that the two studies corroborate each other with respect to
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the pain relief profiles. The use of PK/PD information confirmed evidence of efficacy across
the three studied doses, eliminating the need for additional clinical trials and thus supporting
the approval of the product. It can be speculated that the work by Lewis Sheiner reflected
in the FDA document titled “Innovation or Stagnation: Challenge and Opportunity on the
Critical Path to New Medical Products” made this scientific approach to the drug approval
process possible.

KEY WORDS: drug development; pharmacokinetics; pharmacodynamics; PK/PD; simula-
tion.

INTRODUCTION

Materia medica is a Latin term for any material or substance used in
the composition of curative agents in medicine. The use of materia med-
ica was historically based upon the idea that medicines possess magical
curative powers. Folk healers among the peasantry believed in the law of
signatures to identify which herbs would be effective against which dis-
eases. By a process of trial and error, folk healers learned which herbs
worked and which herbs did not work. Materia medica eventually devel-
oped into the science of pharmacology. The subject of pharmacology has
grown rapidly in recent years and new drugs are being synthesized at an
ever-increasing rate. Clinical pharmacology has been described as a bridg-
ing discipline that combines elements of pharmacology with clinical med-
icine. In the past few decades drug development has progressed from the
relatively ad hoc trial and error process of materia medica to an advanced
scientific process involving careful experimental design, valid data analysis,
informative graphics, mathematical modeling, and computer science. Lewis
Sheiner (1940–2004) was one of the pivotal individuals in this changing
evolution. Through his scientific writings, teaching programs, and collab-
oration with scientists around the world, his impact on drug develop-
ment has been immeasurable. His philosophy of “Learn, confirm” cycles
throughout drug development has become the catchphrase in the field of
clinical pharmacology (1). Regulatory bodies have come to realize that
proof of efficacy is only one step in a long process from drug discov-
ery to marketing. This is reflected in the most recent guideline that the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has published:– “Innovation or
Stagnation: Challenge and Opportunity on the Critical Path to New Med-
ical Products” (2). The FDA has emphasized the importance of integrat-
ing pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) information in drug
development and its potential impact on decision-making. This manu-
script describes three real examples where the application of modeling and
simulation techniques, as suggested by Lewis Sheiner, aided drug develop-
ment at critical decision points in preclinical development, phase 2 and
regulatory review.
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EARLY DRUG DEVELOPMENT

The major objectives of early drug development are to select prom-
ising compounds and to identify potentially safe and effective doses and
dosing regimens. Integration of PK/PD in early development helps with
compound selection and guides creation of an efficient clinical develop-
ment strategy.

This first example illustrates the application of PK/PD modeling in
predicting response in a Phase 1 study and assessing the potential for
differentiation between compounds. Three compounds of the same class
(A, B, and C) were being investigated for the same indication and were
at different stages in their development. These compounds were centrally
active and speed of onset was a crucial determinant of efficacy. Thus,
differences in both potency and time course of effect were important in
identifying the most efficacious dose. The drug development strategy was
to accelerate development of back-up compounds by capitalizing on pre-
vious information from compounds further along in the development and
to advance the lead compound unless backups were clearly differentiably
better. Compound C was the last in the series, but had the potential to be
a superior candidate.

Dose-ranging preclinical pharmacology studies using similar designs
were conducted assessing response at scheduled times post administration
of each compound. In addition to measuring pharmacologic response, an
objective of these studies was to understand the pharmacokinetic (PK) pro-
file. Thus, PK samples were obtained in a parallel group of animals. Com-
pounds A, B, and C differ only slightly in terms of PK properties. However,
they had different potency and quite different time courses of pharmaco-
logic response after a single dose, with a delay in onset of pharmacologic
activity relative to the PK profile. Figure 1 illustrates the time course of

Fig. 1. Time course of pharmacologic response in preclinical studies (Left Panel) and
Dose-Normalized concentrations in the effect site (Right Panel) for compounds A, B and C.
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pharmacodynamic response for compounds A, B and C. Note that the mean
response at 6 hr for compound A was not consistent with the rest of the data,
however, this pattern was not observed at other dose levels, and did not
adversely impact pharmacodynamic parameter estimates obtained by simul-
taneously fitting data from all dose levels. The relationship between con-
centration and response was assessed using the classical approach described
by Sheiner et al. (3) popularly known as the “effect compartment model”.
This seminal work made it practical to quantify the lag between the expo-
sure to a drug and the onset and offset of the pharmacologic response. The
PK/PD modeling was conducted in NONMEM version V (4) using individ-
ualized PK parameters to determine potency of each compound (EC50) and
the delay between peak concentration and effect as described using effect
site equilibration rate constant (ke0). Results of the PK/PD modeling are
summarized in Table I and predicted effect-concentration-time profiles illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The temporal delay observed between systemic concentra-
tions and pharmacodynamic response may be related to slow distribution to
the site of action, post-receptor mechanisms or other physiological processes
involved in generating the measured response. At this stage of development
quantifying the delay was adequate for comparing the compounds.

Thus, in terms of potency, the compounds rank from highest to low-
est as follows: B > A > C with potency relative to A of 0.3 for B and 4
for C. The compounds ranked as C > A > B, starting with the most rapid
onset, with ke0 relative to A of 12 for C and 0.7 for B. From these pre-
clinical results, a model was developed to simulate the response profile in
humans for compound C. The PK predictions were made based on allo-
metric scaling of the PK parameters of systemic clearance and volume of
distribution, estimates of absorption rate constant and assuming a similar
lag time of absorption. For the pharmacodynamic parameters, ke0 was held
constant from the preclinical data, while ED50 was adjusted based on the

Table I. Parameter Estimates of the PK-PD Modeling of Preclinical
and Clinical Data

PD Parameter Compound A Compound B Compound C

Preclinical Data
ke0 (hr−1) 0.32 0.23 3.84
EC50 (µg/mL) 2.00 0.634 7.52

Clinical Data
ke0 (hr−1) 1.05 0.45 5.63
EC50 (µg/mL) 1.21 0.405 29.5
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Fig. 2. Time course of pharmacologic response in Phase 1 study (Left Panel) and Dose-
Normalized concentrations in the effect site (Right Panel) for compounds A, B and C.

potency ratios in Table I. A sigmoid Emax model has been developed based
on data obtained following administration of compound A in healthy sub-
jects (Fig. 2). Parameters of the pharmacodynamic model such as baseline,
Emax, and sigmoidicity factor were assumed to be constant in making pre-
dictions. Although compound B was more potent than C, development was
discontinued because of its slower onset and offset of action.

Results obtained in the single rising dose tolerance study in the subse-
quent clinical trial confirmed the simulation results (Fig. 2), showing that
the relative potency and relative rate of onset determined in the preclinical
model were consistent with the clinical data (Table I). Compound C had
lower potency than predicted, but the rank order for potency and onset
rate was maintained. These parameters were adjusted based on Phase 1
data and further used to predict doses in proof-of-concept studies.

The preclinical and clinical PK/PD models developed for compounds
A and B were used together with preclinical data for compound C to pre-
dict the time course of pharmacologic activity in humans for compound
C. This allowed development of go/no go decision criteria based on onset
time observed in the first in human (FIH) study of compound C. The
PK/PD predictions then provided a rationale for greater investment in
compound C to move it to the FIH decision point more quickly. Finally,
PK/PD modeling of relative potency was useful for dose selection for the
FIH study, and later, using also phase 2a information from compounds A
and B, for a phase 2a study of compound C.

The application of the so called “effect compartment model” approach
that Lewis Sheiner described to quantify the discontinuity frequently seen
between exposure to a drug and the observed clinical response has had
enormous impact on the drug development discipline. Determination of
relative potency, as measured by EC50, and relative rate of onset of phar-
macologic action, as assessed using the parameter ke0, can be scaled from
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animal models to human and can be used to discriminate between com-
pounds, saving considerable time and money that would otherwise be
needed for human trials.

PHASE 2 DRUG DEVELOPMENT

Phase 2 proof of concept (POC) and dose-ranging trials in a select
group of patients are essential to verify that the compound demonstrates
sufficient efficacy and safety. At this stage it is important to character-
ize the relationship between drug exposure and response, be it with a
relevant biomarker or some clinical endpoint. Information that is gath-
ered during this phase provides grounds for the decision of whether the
balance between efficacy and safety justifies investing in the much more
expensive phase 3 program. Lewis Sheiner’s influential publication describ-
ing the learn-confirm cycles that developers need to go through brilliantly
describes this information gathering process (1). The procedure can be
thought of as progressive cycles starting with learning in phase 1 about
optimal conditions to initiate phase 2, and learning from phase 2 to decide
whether or not to initiate phase 3 and the procedure that is most likely to
meet with success (i.e. correctly answer the questions). During phase 2 a
key feature of this approach is to use previous clinical trial information
in the same disease with prior PK/PD information on the new compound
to better predict the most probable trial outcome. The following example
applies some of the principles championed by Lewis Sheiner and illustrates
the use of the lessons learned during the preclinical phase and phase 1,
together with literature data to design a phase 2 study.

CI-1017 is an M1-muscarinic acid agonist for which we had PK/PD
information from Phase 1 and preclinical studies (5). The question facing
the drug development team was how to proceed with the Phase 2 study
and what criteria should be applied for a go/no-go decision based on its
results. Traditionally, Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) trials used parallel group,
placebo-controlled designs, assessing the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment
Scale-Cognitive Subscale (ADASCog) at 4, 6, or 8-week intervals over a
trial duration of 12–30 weeks. In this instance, the availability of toxicol-
ogy study results limited the total exposure to study drug to 12 weeks.

The drug development team decided to use the combined knowledge
about AD and CI-1017 to simulate various clinical trial scenarios to aid
the design of the first Phase 2 study. The trial was to answer several
questions, three of which were most important. First, does the drug have
benefit? Second, since preclinical data implied a possible inverse U-shape
dose-response, is more drug better than less? The shape of the exposure-
response curve was an important issue since this would have a major
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impact on the dose selection and design to be used in the phase 3 study.
In fact, if the exposure-response analysis did exhibit an inverse U-shape,
this product might well be unmarketable. Finally, if the drug proved ben-
eficial, an objective was to identify the target dose range for subsequent
trials. The design of the phase 2 trial, therefore, needed to focus on the
exposure-response profile not just the question of whether the drug gives
a beneficial effect.

At this stage a useful benchmark was tacrine (an approved drug for
the treatment of AD symptoms). Extensive in-house clinical trial data for
tacrine was available as well as literature data describing the exposure-
response relationship (6–8). The tacrine data together with phase 1 PK
and preclinical data for CI-1017 were used to simulate various clinical trial
scenarios to determine the optimal clinical trial design that would have the
best likelihood of answering the above questions.

Prospective designs included a conventional parallel group design and
three Latin Square (crossover) designs with different numbers of treat-
ments and treatment durations. Each study was constrained to be about
the same size, with sixty patients and a total of about six ADASCog mea-
surements per patient, since one design objective was to choose the best
design conditional on a specified level of investment. The intrinsic merit
of the different designs was evaluated using two key metrics: (i) the per-
centage of simulated trials that correctly detected a drug effect, using the
appropriate analysis method and decision rule (this is essentially the con-
ventional statistical power) and (ii) the percentage of simulated trials that
correctly identified the shape of the dose-response profile (monotonic or
inverse U-shaped). Accuracy of target dose estimation was also assessed.

Because we were unsure of the form of the true exposure-response
relationship four different models were simulated: three monotonic mod-
els (Emax [super-linear], linear, and sigmoid Emax [sublinear]) and one
inverse U-shaped model. Assuming a three-point effect as the minimally
acceptable profile (based on tacrine’s effect), each of these response mod-
els were constructed to reach a maximum of three points in the tested
dose range: at the highest dose for the monotonic models and at the “best
dose” for the inverted U-shaped model. The four drug effect models are
depicted in Fig. 3.

For each treatment sequence, a population of patients was created and
sampled with replacement to generate individual clinical trials (from 100 to
2000 clinical trials depending upon the precision needed for the particular
objective). One objective of the simulations was to determine the relative
robustness of the designs to detect a significant (α = 0.05) treatment effect
for each of the assumed dose-response relationships. Table II reports the
power or percentage of trials in which a statistically significant treatment
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Fig. 3. Hypothetical drug effect models used to assess robustness of the designs to various
assumptions for the CI-1017 dose-response relationship (from ref. 5).

Table II. Estimated Power to Detect a Significant (α = 0.05)
Treatment Effect (ref. 5)

Trial design Parallel 4 × 4 4 × 4 6 × 6

Period length (weeks) 12 4 3 2
Dose response shape

Linear 29 84 51 41
Emax 28 88 67 43
Sigmoid Emax 43 96 85 68
Inverse
U-Shape 21 57 49 39
Average 30 81 63 48

effect was detected. The 4 × 4 Latin Square with four-week periods was the
most robust design and performed well (>80% power) for all three mono-
tonic dose-response relationships examined. Power was lower to detect the
inverse U-shaped dose-response. The parallel group design (N = 60) did not
perform well, confirming the original power calculations that hundreds of
patients would be needed. Based on these results, a 4 × 4 design with four-
week periods was recommended and ultimately conducted saving significant
resources (in excess of two million dollars compared to a parallel group
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study with similar power), and the total elapsed conduct time was perhaps
eight months shorter because of the reduced enrollment burden. The statis-
tical models were ready for a rapid analysis of the data after the completion
of the study. In this case, the results failed to meet the predefined criteria,
and the drug project was cleanly terminated without the need for endless
rework of the data looking for an elusive signal, as is often the case with
negative studies.

Phase 3 and Beyond

Phase 3 clinical trials confirm the efficacy of new therapies as the final
step prior to submission to a regulatory body for approval. Based on the
1962 amendment to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938
(9), regulators interpretation was that substantial evidence of effectiveness
required at least two adequate and well-controlled (AWC) investigations,
presumably to ensure that the findings are repeatable. The FDA Moderni-
zation Act of 1997 and the FDA “effectiveness” guidance of 1998 (10,11)
opened the door to using exposure-response information in combination
with a single pivotal clinical trial as sufficient evidence of effectiveness.
Although this situation may be relatively rare, there are much more com-
mon situations for which exposure-response data can support registration
decisions and labeling. The recent gabapentin sNDA approval for neuro-
pathic pain is a good example. Gabapentin (Neurontin�) was originally
approved in the U.S. in 1993 as adjunctive therapy in the treatment of par-
tial seizures in patients with epilepsy. Post marketing, anecdotal evidence
suggested that patients suffering with post herpetic neuralgia (a syndrome
of neuropathic pain following herpes zoster and occurring in approxi-
mately 10–15% of all herpes zoster patients) may receive pain relief with
gabapentin.

To support the marketing approval of gabapentin for the indication
of PHN, the sNDA package contained efficacy data from two trials con-
ducted in patients with PHN. Unfortunately, these trials did not study the
same dose levels—patients in study 1 were randomized to a final dose of
3600 mg/day while patients in study 2 were randomized either to 1800 or
2400 mg/day. Thus there was not replicate data for efficacy at these doses.
Understanding of the exposure-response for gabapentin in PHN was further
complicated by the saturable absorption of gabapentin, leading to less than
dose proportional changes in exposure. The lack of replicated findings at a
single dose, coupled with the saturable absorption and nonlinear exposure,
presented a unique regulatory hurdle to approval for the PHN indication.

An exposure-response (ER) analysis was completed and included with
the submission. Although ER concepts are not new, their value as part of
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regulatory submissions has changed. ER evaluation took on a new role
with the advent of FDAMA 1997 (10,11), which stated in Section 115
that “ . . . based on relevant science, that data from one adequate and well-
controlled clinical investigation and confirmatory evidence (obtained prior to
or after such investigation) are sufficient to establish effectiveness. . . ”. This
means that instead of the conventional requirement of two AWC clinical
trials to support a new drug application, the sponsor could rely on the
results of a single AWC clinical trial combined with confirmatory evidence
(such as ER data). Since 1977, prior to the gabapentin case no approved
drug labeling has made use of this concept.

The gabapentin sNDA represented the first application of ER infor-
mation to establish a linkage across two pivotal clinical studies to provide
confirmatory evidence of dose response under the FDAMA ruling. Pop-
ulation PK/PD analyses were submitted showing that gabapentin exhib-
its exposure-dependent decreases in daily pain scores (Figs. 4 and 5) (12).
In this analysis, the decrease in daily pain score was adequately described
by an Emax model expressed as change from baseline minus effect of
drug (gabapentin dose corrected for estimated bioavailability) and time-
dependent placebo effect, with gender and disease duration having min-
imal effect on the ER relationship. Data from the titration period from
each study were also successfully incorporated into the model to provide
more information about within-subject dose response. The models and the
supporting data were all made readily available to the FDA reviewers.

During deliberation among the FDA review staff which included cli-
nicians, clinical pharmacologists, pharmacometricians and biostatisticians,
it was proposed by the clinical pharmacologists and agreed to by others
to explore whether the PK/PD analyses could provide the confirmatory

Fig. 4. Change in pain score from baseline over time.
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Fig. 5. Model predicted gabapentin effect by total daily dose and estimated dose absorbed.

evidence of efficacy. To replace a replicate clinical trial the PK/PD analy-
sis would have to withstand the same qualitative and quantitative review
that data from an AWC would, so the analyses were further tested and
reviewed by the FDA, who reached similar conclusions:– The PK/PD
results confirmed evidence of efficacy across the three studied doses, so
that additional clinical trials would not be needed for approval of the
product.

In the Package Insert of approved drugs, the establishment of effec-
tiveness of drugs is described in the clinical studies section, where the
design, patient populations, and statistical considerations of the studies are
explained. In the case of gabapentin, the clinical trials section of the Pack-
age Insert states “PK/PD modeling provided confirmatory evidence of effi-
cacy across all doses” to explain the basis of establishing the effectiveness
of Neurontin� for the PHN indication (13).

In a recent publication (14) Lewis Sheiner and co-authors contend
that “convincing evidence of the pharmacologic mechanism of the clin-
ical effect of a drug serves the same purpose as—and can be derived
more directly from sources other than—a second large and expensive clin-
ical trial”. They proposed that ‘contrary to naı̈ve fears of the conse-
quences of “lowering standards” of effectiveness, adopting the now legally
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sanctioned new standard of a single clinical trial plus confirmatory evi-
dence (SCT-CE) would provide a scientific and regulatory framework for
encouraging more rational, more efficient, and more informative clinical
drug development.’ The rational drug development paradigm that he so
enthusiastically encouraged seems to be gaining traction.

CONCLUSION

In the publication by the FDA titled “Innovation or Stagnation: Chal-
lenge and Opportunity on the Critical Path to New Medical Products” (2)
the opportunities offered by the concept of model-based drug development
are mentioned, and the reference cited is the seminal manuscript by Lewis
Sheiner regarding the “learn-confirm” paradigm (1). This present review
gives some examples of work based on the concepts championed by Lewis
Sheiner, in which pharmaco-statistical models of drug efficacy and safety are
developed from preclinical and available clinical data to improve drug devel-
opment knowledge management and development decision-making. With
the publication of the Innovation or Stagnation document, the FDA also
has acknowledged the value of these concepts and will collaborate with oth-
ers in the use of modeling and simulation to improve trial design and drug
development decision-making.
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